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ABSTRACT : Sub basalt imaging is a major exploration challenge. High level of heterogeneity of the basalt layer results severe

scattering of seismic energy and its high velocity contrast with the overburden limits the P-wave energy penetration at normal

offsets. The effect of scattering is more severe towards high frequencies. Conventional processing performs poorly to image

sub-basalt region. A processing methodology emphasizing on the low frequency component present in the data brings out significant

improvement in the sub-basalt imaging.

INTRODUCTION

Mesozoic sediments being the world’s most prolific
hydrocarbon producers, efforts have been intensified for
Mesozoic exploration all over the industry. In Western Indian
peninsula, the Mesozoic and older sediments are covered by
thick Decan trap of Cretaceous age.  Wide aperture seismic
data acquisition is going on in Cambay Basin and Saurashtra
region of Western Indian peninsula to explore Mesozoic
sediment and to tap their hydrocarbon potential. The main
problem for sub-basalt imaging is the presence of widespread
basalt body that is extremely heterogeneous in nature and
varying in thickness all over. Conventional 2D reflection
Seismic acquisition system and processing flow has failed to
obtain reliable images from sub-basalt regions due to variety
of reasons, viz., very high scattering, difficulty in energy
penetration through basalt layer due to its high impedance
etc.

Different approaches away from conventional
acquisition and processing methods have been suggested for
sub-basalt imaging. One of the methods is the use of mode-
converted energy (Joppean & White 1990; Li & MacBeth
1996; Masotti et al.1996). Efficient mode conversion from P
to SV takes place at the top of basalt layer, as there is relatively
little difference between the P-wave velocity in the overburden
and  the  S-wave  velocity  in  the  basalt; energy arrives at the
surface as PSSV-wave. A larger spread length in the range of
10-25 Km is needed to capture these mode-converted waves.
Moritz M et al. (2001) demonstrated an approach to process
large aperture seismic data in Faeroe - Shetland basin, using
the velocity and reflectivity information present in the wide
angle wavefield, in addition to the conventional processing
of near offset dataset, and generated a composite image of
top and base basalt events.

2-D wide aperture reflection seismic data acquisition
was carried out in BAVLA area close to the Western margin
of Cenozoic Cambay basin by ONGC crews using 12 Km
long spread for imaging Mesozoic sediments.

The general stratigraphy of the area under exploration
consists of Pre-Cambrian basement, overlain by Mesozoic
sediments followed by Decan trap of late   Cretaceous to
middle Paleocene age over which rests the sediments of
Cenozoic age. A very few wells, viz., Viramgaom-1,
Dhandhuka-1, Lodhika-1 have been drilled in the area which
revealed the presence of varying thickness of basalt (350m-
1300m) and Mesozoic sediments (175m-2100m+) beneath.

A practical and convincing result from processing
of wide aperture data has not been possible so far. Many
associated problems make the processing difficult. One of the
key issues is identifying the correct events and carrying out
velocity analysis. In fact, the velocity of mode-converted wave
is less than equivalent P- wave arrival but close to multiple
energy that makes multiple suppression difficult while
retaining the mode converted energies. Non-hyperbolic
moveout of the converted waves is another issue that makes
the processing further difficult.

In this paper a processing approach slightly away
from conventional, was attempted taking only the conventional
offsets (0-2500m), and emphasizing on the low frequency
component present in the data and  the use of constant  angle
stack.

DATA ACQUISITION

The profile under study (profile-A) was shot with a
12 Km long End-on spread (Fig.1). The line is oriented ENE-
WSW and passes through the well DHANDHUKA-1 on its
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DATA PROCESSING

The conventional range of offsets (Fig.2) were taken
up, and processing was done on the data set using a standard
sequence. The image shown in  Figure. 3 is a final stack section
of the profile-A resulted from the conventional processing.
Figure 4 is the corresponding post  stack  migrated
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Figure 1 : Location Map of the Study area.

SW part which has indicated the presence of 775m thick
column of Mesozoic sediments. Vertical geophones were used
having 10 Hz natural frequency. Shots were fired at regular
interval of 40m, but leaving a gap near the well due to severe
logistical problem. This had resulted a data gap around the
well DHANDHUKA-1. The acquisition parameters used in
profile-A is detailed in table 1.

Table 1:  Acquisition parameters of profile-A

Live channels/shot 300
Group interval 40m
Maximum Offset 12080m
Shot interval 40m
Source Explosive
Explosive /shot 12.5kg
Average shot depth 12-36 m

Figure 2 : A shot record with offsets 120 m- 12080 m.

(F-X domain)  section.  Both  show good quality imaging
through  Tertiary sections up to the   basalt top, but failed to
bring  out any meaningful images from sub- basalt region.
The event A and B correspond to the reflections from Tertiary
and the basalt top respectively. The same data set was
subsequently subjected to a different processing sequence
aiming only at the sub-basalt events. Main emphaisis  was

Figure 3 : Conventionally processed DMO stack section of profile-A
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given on the low frequency components present in the data.
The following processing sequence was adopted.

- Geometrical spreading correction
- Filter :  Band Pass (4-6-35-45) Hz.
- Random Noise attenuation.
- Field static applications
- Linear Noise suppression.
- Predictive

Deconvolution :    64 ms prediction lag
360 ms op. length
1% white noise

- Amplitude equalization:   Single window
- Filter  :  Band Pass (4-6-35-45) Hz
- Velocity analysis
- Residual statics computation & application
- NMO corrections
- Dip move out correction
- Stack
- Filter : Band Pass(4-6-35-45) Hz

Although the above sequence is very similar to a
standard processing flow, changes made in Band Pass filter to
filter out higher frequencies, carrying out  deconvolution with
very large prediction distance and operator length, brought
significant improvement in the processed section.  Fig. 5 is
the new output showing improvement over the conventionally
processed section (Fig.3) which has been processed with
frequency band of (8-10-72-90) Hz and two-window
deconvolution with prediction lag as 4msec and 12 msec
having operator length of 300msec. In fig.5 corelatable events
are seen below the trap top (events C and D) which may be
attributed to the sub basalt events.

PRE-STACK TIME MIGRATON (PSTM)

PSTM was carried out on the deconvolved and
residual statics corrected CDP gathers. Following PSTM flow
was used.

- Preliminary velocity field estimation (RMS velocity)
- Kirchhoff’s PSTM on the whole data set.
- PSTM on selected CDP gathers and  VSCAN output
- Velocity analysis
- Velocity field update
- Final PSTM

The PSTM output (Fig.6) shows further improvement
in the sub-basalt images. The region marked as A is the tertiary
section. Obviously the resolution in this part of the section

Figure 4 :Conventionally processed and post stack migrated section
of profile-A.

Figure 5: DMO stack section of Profile-A with low frequency
processing.

Figure 6: PSTM section of profile-A with low frequency processing.

deteriorated compared to the conventional section (Fig.3).
However the improvement in the quality of sub-basalt events
(events C and D) is worth noticing.

ANGLE STACK

Far angle stack (30°-40°) of the NMO and DMO
corrected CDP gathers was generated (Fig.8c). The result
shows spectacular improvement in the imaging of trap base
(event C) and the basement (event D). However the quality of
angle stack section deteriorated at places where there is data
gap. Thus, constant angle stack of CDP gathers seems to be a
very useful tool in delineating sub basalt reflectors especially
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Figure 7 : Band pass filter (4-6-35-45) Hz applied on post stack migrated section (Figure 4).

Figure 8 : DMO stacks of profile-A; (a) conventional DMO stack, (b) DMO stack with low frequency processing, (c) Far angle stack (30°-40°)
of NMO, DMO corrected gathers.
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those having appreciable impedance contrast with  its
surroundings.

RESULTS

Imaging below basalt using the processing flow
described above yielded encouraging results (Fig.6) and the
processed section contains meaningful information of sub
basalt events. The event B is the reflection from top of basalt,
the event C appears to be the base of basalt. The event D is
the reflection from the basement and indicates that the
basement is shallowing  up  towards  WSW  end of  the profile
with maximum rise near station 950 and dipping further
towards WSW end. Discontinuous and patchy events in the
zone between C and D are seen which may be attributed to
the reflections within Mesozoic. Fig.7 is the filtered output of
the conventionally processed section (Fig.4) with a band-pass
filter (4-6-35-45) Hz applied. The section does not show any
appreciable improvement in the images below basalt. Thus it
can be inferred that, sub-basalt imaging using conventional
data can certainly be improved by retaining only the low
frequency components, filtering out the higher frequencies in
the pre-stack stage in a processing flow. Emphasis on the low
frequencies   need   to   be   paid throughout the processing
sequence. Performing time migration in the pre stack data
instead of carrying out post stack migration further adds to
the imaging quality. Further,  it is seen that the visibility  of
the events  corresponding to  trap  base  and the basement  is
significantly enhanced at selective angle range.

CONCLUSION

In this paper a processing approach slightly away
from conventional processing was attempted with an aim to
improve quality of sub-basalt imaging. It has been felt that
processing of large aperture data needs extensive forward
modeling for identifying various events, viz., pure P waves
and mode converted waves which require a meaningful
subsurface model. The mapping of the Basement is one of the
most critical issues  in making such models. A faithful mapping
of the basement guides throughout, right from the fixation of

spread length for wide aperture data acquisition to selecting
the range of offsets to be processed. Conventional processing
performs poorly to image any meaningful event below basalt
top. A processing flow using only lower frequencies,
performing deconvolution with  large  prediction  lag  and
finally time migrating the data in pre stack stage brought out
significant improvement in the sub-basalt imaging. A better
image of the trap base and the probable basement  has been
generated with the far angle stack. However the resolution of
the processed image reduced due to the restrictions  made in
the frequency band to process the data and the presence of
data gap in the acquisition stage further affected the section
quality.
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